NOT HAPPY WITH YOUR CURRENT LIMITED SOFTWARE LICENSING SOLUTION?
WE CAN HELP YOU: elasticLM

IT INFRASTRUCTURE PARADIGMS CHANGE

- Offering more flexibility: Grid computing, Clouds and SOA may reduce costs while increasing flexibility.
- Computer-based simulations become more complex: Increased computational peak requirements result in higher license costs today.

CUSTOMERS DEMAND MORE FLEXIBILITY

- elasticLM is designed to offer the missing flexibility for your customer.
- elasticLM is designed to create win-win situations with your customers. Don’t lose customers or revenues.

CHANGING MARKETS

- Answer with new Business Models: elasticLM allows seamless combination of old and new models, migration is very easy.
- Foster your business with innovative technology: elasticLM is a flexible framework of policy-driven web-services, comprehensive security by design.

www.smartlm.eu
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